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INTRODUCTION 96-TAIB.03

Focus of This Paper; Statistical Treatment of Aerosol and Meteorology Data
Current techniques for assessing the benefits of certain anthropogenic emission reductions are
largely influenced by limitations in emissions data and atmospheric modelling capability and by
the highly variant nature of meteorology. These data and modelling limitations are likely to
continue for the foreseeable future, during which time important strategic decisions need to be
made. Statistical atmospheric quality data and apportionment techniques are used in Monte-
Carlo models to offset serious shortfalls in emissions, entrainment, topography, statistical
meteorology data and atmospheric modelling. This paper describes the evolution of Department
of Energy(DOE) Monte-Carlo based assessment models and the development of statistical ,
inputs. A companion paperl describes techniques which are used to develop the apportionment
factors used in the assessment models.

Background
The DOE has been building and improving the means to assess the relationship between energ
technology and fuel options and the resultant impact on atmospheric haze since 1989. This is an
important aid to ‘DOE management in the selection of appropriate research & development
(R&D) and “incentiveprograms which will enhance the environment in concert with
providing the- nation with a secure and economic supply of energy. It also provides DOE with a
knowledge bas’e for responding to proposed environmental regulation initiatives.

The focus of the DOE assessment effort has been to respond to policy questions regarding:
● What is the magnitude and distribution of existing haze at key locations across the

country?
● How is this situation likely to change in the future under existing laws and technology

improvement expectations?
● How and at what cost might this future situation be altered by pursuing different energy

supply approaches?

Our assessment method is an iterative process that seeks initially to establish the possible range
of answers to the policy questions addressed and subsequently to improve the accuracy or
reduce the uncertainty of those answers. This approach responds to the needs of policy-makers
to have the best current assessment available while simultaneously seeking to increase the
reliability and robustness of the assessment with further scientific investigations. This is the
basic approach that was endorsed by the select committee that reviewed the strengths and
weaknesses of the National Acid Precipitation Assessment Program (NAPAP).2

STATISTICAL CHARACTERIZATION FOR Assessment

The development of assessment approaches which can respond to these policy questions in a
reasonable time frame and which can cope with both the highly variant nature of haze and the
realities of data and model availability, has led us to the development of statistical simulation
processes. The needs and problems and the resultant evolution of the statistical methods are
described in sections to follow.
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96-TAIB.03
Providing the Policy Output
While haze isoften described asasingle value, inactuali~, itsmagnitude iswidely time variant.
Figure 1 shows the measured time distribution of haze (extinction values) at the South Rim
,Grand Canyon, expressed in deciviews(dv). These plots were developed from National Park
Service(NPS) transmissometer readings across the Canyon rim for the Years 1987 through 19943..
at a location east of the Visitors Cen~er. Large differences are seen both in year to year mean
values, nodal values and distribution shapes. The readings were taken during a time period
when anthropogenic emission patterns in the general western area have been stable, so we are
looking generally at natural variations. This highly variant situation is typical of most locations
across the nation. Answering the assessment question regarding the existing condition therefore
requires a statistical response and not a single value. With important input from DOE policy
and strategy analyst, a smoothed version of the Figure 1 distribution curve has been adopted as
the prima~ graphic for describing existing and changed haze conditions.

Early assessment model experimentation disclosed many important phenomena which would
shape the assessment process. First we learned that the magnitude of shifts in the distribution
curve, from very ambitious emission reductions, were small when compared with the naturally
occurring, year to year shifts. There is therefore a “change deductibility” factor which needs to
be conveyed to the policy maker.

We also learned that the modelled benefits were generally greater on the more impaired region
of the distribution curve(high dv) and lower on the less impaired region. This important policy
relevant information would be lost if only the average value was provided as the output. The
experimentation also showed us that the modelled benefit could vary significantly from year to
year.

Given this high degree of variability, it also became imperative that the Policy relevant answer
needed to be include the “most probable” future result as well as the likely “statistical bounds”.

Summarizing, the output needs to show:
● both “base case” and “emission reduction case” haze distributions, superimposed to

display the approximate shift or benefit,
● a series of the above naturally occurring distributions, to display “deductibility” and
● the most probable future “base case” and “reduction case” result along with the statistical

bounds around each.

In addition, we also needed to select an appropriate metric for characterizing the magnitude of
haze. The deciview was chosen as this measure, after experimenting with optical extinction and
visual range and charts for interpreting them. The deciview (dv) is a measure of the normal log
of the ratio of the subject extinction to an assumed minimum value of Rayleigh scattering of 10
Mm-1 defined as follo-ws:

dv = 10 LN(Optical Extinction(Mm-l)/ 10)

The deciview tends to match the general ability of people
log of extinction change. In addition, a dv change on a dv

.-

to perceive changes linearly with the
distribution plot will have the same

general perception meaning anywhere on the haze distribution plot. This metric is also currently
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being used by the National Park Service(NPS) to report the haze value in national parks.

General Computational & Data Needs
In producing the required output, the model architecture needs to cope with the special
characteristics of aerosols:
c concentrations that vary greatly from day to day, season to season andyear to year,

and
● aerosol size growth, and resultant optical extinction, that varies strongly and non-linearly

with relative humidity.

The high variance of the daily concentrations of the aerosol species which contribute to haze
can be seen in the aerosol concentration measurements which have been made across the
nation since the late 1980s4.The result of these high concentration variations is reflected largely
in the highly variant visibility impairment distributions shown previously. Numerous highly
variant meteorology factors, some with significant co-variances, are seen as the cause for much
of the high natural variation in concentrations and visibility. To meet this need the DOE
assessment evolved to the use of Monte Carlo simulations and robust statistical analysis tools.
We have generally referred to the system components which convert aerosol change rates into
visibility distribution cumes as the Visibility Assessment Scoping Model, or VASM and the
interconnection of these components to emission projection and cost models and aerosol
forecasting models as the VASM Set..,. .

The high strength and non-linearity of extinction and RH can be seen in the Figure 2 plot of
RH vs. attenuation for the important visibility aerosols. These are the current algorithms used.
in the western version of the Visibility Assessment Scoping Model(VASM) to develop optical
extinction values from aerosol concentrations. Since, with these highly non-linear algorithms, the
product of concentration and extinction efficiency averages can be very different from the
average of their products, a high degree of temporal resolution is required in the computations
in order to avoid bias; experience has led us to make hourly computations.

The general framework of the VASM Monte-Carlo modelling approach and its early evolution
have been defined in a number of previous A&WMA papers5-12.We have demonstrated that
this approach will reasonably reproduce existing haze measurements and will provide a range of
benefits for potential emission reductions in a format useful to policy decision makers. This
paper focuses on the efforts which were conducted in 1995 to introduce RH variation
distributions into the VASM system, to improve existing input distributions and to incorporate
software improvements enabling us to make numerous runs until the most likely future result
could be expressed within a narrow band.

Current Computational Approach, DOE VASM
VASM, General Approach. The VASM assessment model is built on the basic assumptions:
o that the most probable future aerosol concentrations to be expected at a given location,

without a change in source emissions, can best be simulated by a model which simulates
current means, variances and co-variances of the aerosols at that location during a period
of emission stability,

o that existing aerosol concentrations can be reasonably apportioned into modelled and
modelled shares, and
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● that the impact of changed emission patterns can be reasonably estimated by source-

receptor modelling which develops and applies aerosol change ratios to that portion of
the aerosol which is assignable to the modelled sources.

The benefit of changed emission patterns is evaluated by a process which first apportions the
probable future concentration into a modelled and un-modelled portion and then applies an
aerosol change ratio to the modelled portion. The aerosol change ratio is developed by applying
the appropriate TCS to the altered source/s emissions to develop new aerosol concentration
values. Building the simulation using measured aerosol statistics and apportionment factors
allows us to accomplish an assessment in the absence of emissions and modelling which are not
directly related to the emission reduction being evaluated. By using aerosol change ratios for
the modelled portion of the assessment, vulnerability to the imperfections in the source-receptor
model is limited to its ability to assign the relative importance of the various sources for given
species. Of course, a critical requirement in this approach is that we be able to reasonably
apportion the measured aerosol into
portionl.

VASM Set, Current. Figure 3 shows
system. The Monte Carlo simulation

the “modelled” portion and the “un-modelled/backg~ound

the basic computations being made in the current VASM
develops likely daily aerosol concentrations based on

existing emission patterns. Source emissions- data, and a&ociated economic, energy, technology
development and fuel supply models are used to compute probable future emissions patterns
and approaches which might be employed to alter future patterns, and the associated costs.
Statistically created seasonal transfer coefficients(TCs) are applied to these future emission
patterns to develop changes to the existing man made component of daily aerosol
concentrations. The daily concentrations are multiplied by, statistically centered and aerosol
specific extinction efficiency algorithms and hourly statistical RH values in order to compute
total hourly aerosol extinction values. These values are in turn added to f~ed values for gaseous
scattering(Rayleigh) and absorption in order to develop total hourly extinction. Hourly total
extinction values are summarized to develop seasonal and annual distribution curves for an
existing year. The process is repeated in order to develop distributions for subsequent years,
thus providing a measure of “detectability”, and then re-run repeatedly until the cumulative
average value of extinction converges within specified stability bounds, thus developing a “most
probable” result. Typical sets of likely fiture distributions are shown from consecutive runs in
Figure 4. In this case the distribution is created using 2 dv resolution summaries which tend to
smooth the distribution cumes and, at the same time, steepen them. When run to convergence
the results can be shown as a comparison of the most likely future distribution as in Figure 5 or
as the most probable future monthly result with 1 standard deviation and 5 and 95 percentile
bounds as shown in Figure 6.

The DOE VASM Set is packaged in a LOTUS 3.4 spread sheet and a LOTUS/@RISK
spreadsheet. Versions of the VASM simulation approach have been developed at Argonne
National Laboratory in a VISUAL BASIC versions and a version which is currently also
integrated into the Tracking Analysis Framework System(TAFS) which is being evaluated as a
candidate for use in the 1996 assessment of the National Acid Precipitation Assessment
Program(NAPAP). This paper describes the data and processes currently used in the Lotus and
Lotus/@Risk versions.
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1995 Computational Refinements
Important refinements over the past year include:
● Climatology Factors: the development of statistically centered seasonal TCS.
● Meteorology Factors: the inco~oration ofmodified co-variance data inthe Monte-Carlo

simulation of daily concentrations.
● Statistical RH Simulation: The statistical generation of hourly RH values which reflect

both statistical diurnal variations and day to day statistics.
● Extinction Efficiency Algorithms: The incorporation of more representative extinction

efficiency algorithms.
Using the Figure 1 measured distributions as a frame of reference, we refer to the general
seasonal shape of the distribution curve as “meteorology variability” and the year to year
differences as “climatology variability”. The technique and data sources and assumptions for
each of these refinements are discussed in the sections to follow.

Climatology Factors; Developing Statistically Centered Transfer Coefflcients(TCs). Seasonal
TCS from the Advanced Statistical Trajectoy Regional Air Pollution(ASTRAP) model are
currently used as the VASM statistically centered TCS. These TCS are then used for computing
the aerosol change ratios which are applied to the controllable component concentration for
each aerosol. Concentrations for major point sources and for state and sub-state level residual
aggregate emissions are computed for the following:
● S02 source gas to receptor sulfate aerosol
● NOX source gas to receptor nitrate aerosol
● organic carbon source reactive gas(ROG) to receptor organic carbon aerosol
● organic carbon source particles to receptor organic carbon particles
● elemental carbon source particles to receptor elemental carbon particles
● fine(2.5um) inert source dust to receptor fine dust
● 10um inert source dust to 10um receptor dust

A current western version of VASM provides for interchanging the above TCS with TCS
developed under the Grand Canyon Visibility Transport Commission(GCVTC) program for
1992 climatology.

ASTRAP TCS are developed empirically using meteorological data(grided 1000-mb and 850-mb
wind analyses and precipitation analyses, all updated several times daily, from Canadian
Meteorological Centre) for 1980-1990 and empirical oxidation and deposition rates, adjusted
to the region. The resultant aerosol concentration is computed for each six hour period. TCS
are developed seasonally using each years meteorolo~ and then averaged to develop a
statistically centered TC for each source for the season. The averaging minimizes relative source
area biases which might exist if a single year meteorology is used and meteorology is
particularly anomalous for a particular source area.

In order to gain a measure of the aerosol computation accuracy using ASTRAP and some
measure of how well it represents a particular year’s meteorology, TCS developed for the
individual years of 1980-1994were used to develop sulfate concentrations which were then
compared with measurements taken from the NPS IMPROVE program. A comparison was
initially reported in a paper presented at the Acid Rain Specialty Conferences and an expanded
comparison is provided here as Figure 7.
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Meteorology Factors; Developing Simulated Daily Aerosol
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Concentrations. Daily concentrations
of aerosols are highly variant as are the resultant atmospheric haze values which were shown in
Figure 1. A previous paper presented at the A&WMA Aerosol and Visibility Specialty
Conference attempted to correlate the measured visibility variance with the variances in
aerosol mass concentration and could account for approximately 2/3 of the measured haze
variability. Subsequent work has been aimed at improving this correlation. Improvements during
the past year have added a simulation of the daily RH variability to the computations; this is
discussed more completely in a subsequent section. An additional cause of measured haze
variability is likely to be the variance around the size distribution which was used in the MIE
theory computations which were made to develop the extinction algorithms used in the VASM.

Focusing now on the aerosol concentration simulations, VASM creates probable future daily
concentrations, for current emission patterns, using the means, variances and co-variances of
current measured concentrations. The simulations are currently developed using a 19.88-1992
subset of IMPROVE data which has been filtered to include only those daily data where data is
available for all key species and where the computed coarse mass falls within reasonable
bounds. Monthly mean concentrations are used in the simulation along with the daily coefficient
of variation around the monthly mean value for each aerosol and the apparent co-variances
between aerosol types. Initially the concentration distribution was simulated as being normally
distributed, based on initial observations of the sulfate aerosol and OC aerosol in the data set,
however, recent simulations are based on an assumed log-normal distribution.

The initial assignment of aerosol co-variances assumed that sulfate and nitrate were totally co-
vanant and independent of all other aerosols, which were all assumed to be co-variant with
each other. Analysis of the available data sets suggest some co-variance between all aerosol
concentrations, perhaps a .3 correlation, and a correlation between sulfate and nitrate of
approximately .7 and a correlation of approximately 0.7 between the other aerosols. VASM will
be updated to reflect modified variances when analyses are performed on a larger data set.
Recent work by Kendall and Ryan13analyzes the statistics of aerosol data in and around the
Grand Canyon for the purpose of developing TC correction factors for the GCVTC assessment
effort. This larger, data set and others, will be analyzed in the coming year and perhaps seine as
a source of statistical data to develop improved aerosol simulations.

Statistical RH Simulation. This area needs additional work in the form of developing likely
daily variances around average monthly RH values. During the past year we developed the
ability to include this daily variance data and experimented with an assumed truncated normal
distribution assumption which used standard deviations of monthly means, for the general are%
developed by NOAA. For the Grand Canyon area we assumed this normal distribution but with
a minimum RH of 30% and a maximum RH of 100%. Modelled haze variance was observed to
increase, as expected. Additional studies are needed in this area in order to develop more
reliable distribution data for use in the model.

Extinction Efficiency Algorithms. The development and use of extinction efficiency algorithms
provides a means for developing likely future extinction values from modelled aerosol
concentration values. The initial VASM algorithms were developed using MIE theory codes and
aerosol sizes measured during the Denver Brown Clotid Experiment, for the western version
VASM, and from aerosol sizes measured during the EPRI Uniontown, Pa experiment, for the
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eastern version. These algorithms were updated in February 1995, to
information on size distribution, aerosol soluble shares and humidity,
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reflect the latest available
growth, assembled at a

DOE sponsored Extinction Efficiency Workshop, held February 8 through 10, 1995. Figure 2
provided plots of the extinction versus RH for the algorithms incorporated in the western
version of VASM. Figure 8 compares the key VASM western algorithms with the algorithms
used by the GCVTC.

CONCLUSIONS

This work:
● demonstrates a more robust statistical technique which develops the “most likely” benefit

of a reduction scenario and it statistical bounds,
● demonstrates that the incorporation of RH variation statistics in VASM produces haze

distributions which are larger and more closely resembling measured distributions,
● discusses the need and plans for improving the statistics of aerosol concentration

variations and RH variations and for developing and incorporating the variances around
aerosol size distributions.

It is also evident that, because of the prognosis for continued shortfalls in emissions and
modelling, we will continue to rely heavily on having a good statistical picture of existing
aerosol concentrations, on our ability to apportion the anthropogenic share of these existing
aerosols and on the availability of statistical models which can process this data to produce the
output which is meaningful to decision makers.>

● While the IMPROVE data give us an adequate statistical characterization of aerosols in
remote regions, a comparable network is needed to characterize fine aerosol
species in urban areas.

o We also must have good emissions data on the anthropogenic targets of our assessment
and we must be able to model the impact of changing these emissions on the aerosol
share of interest.

Q Future assessment improvements would seem to be particularly dependent on
improvements in the apportionment process and on the availability and processing of
statistical data.
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